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 O
nly three years after Michele Conrad and her 
husband, Bob, finished a midcentury house 
in Clyde Hill, the couple felt the pull back 
across the water to Seattle, drawn to a more 
urban lifestyle. So, they started searching 

for new digs. After learning about a 1931 Tudor Revival 
in the Laurelhurst neighborhood, Michele called designer 
Lisa Staton, whom she had worked with on two previous 
homes, to get her opinion on the residence. “When Lisa 
drove in, she said, ‘It’s spectacular,’ ” recalls Michelle, and 
soon after, the couple made an offer. 

This time around, the plan was to put a modern spin  
on the home but to retain much of its classic character. 
They began by painting the exterior brick a bright white— 
a detail Michele had always loved—and the wood window 
frames black in a move that gave the house dimension  
and “a crisp dressiness,” Staton says, setting the tone for  
the careful tension between vintage and contemporary 
and old and new.

Inside, the black-and-white palette repeats, with the 
walls and the woodwork, including the existing box-beam 
ceiling, paneling and built-ins in the dining room, painted 
white, and with black elements often accenting the spaces. 

Designer Lisa Staton incorporated her 
clients’ existing Camerich sofas into 
the living room of their reinvigorated 
Seattle Tudor Revival. Bold lighting 

energizes the space, including Circa 
Lighting sconces and a Serge Mouille 
fixture overhead. The custom coffee 
 table stands atop a multicolored rug 

from Driscoll Robbins Fine Carpets. 
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The play between traditional  
and contemporary forms found  
throughout the home is apparent  
in the reconfigured family room. 
Here, a custom sofa in a plush velvet 
veers in a classic direction while the 
Le Corbusier chair, a vintage Pace 
Collection coffee table and a pair of 
armchairs from Big Daddy’s Antiques 
skew modern. Soft color and pattern 
come from the antique Turkish 
carpet from Tasdemir Rugs and a 
stool from Susan Wheeler Home. 

“THE TUFTED 
BLUE SOFA IS A 
MODERN TWIST 
ON AN ENGLISH 
CLASSIC, WHICH 
WE THOUGHT 
APPROPRIATE FOR 
A TUDOR HOUSE.”

–LISA STATON
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For example, a black Serge Mouille chandelier, from the 
clients’ last home, crowns the living room, and the fireplace 
is now clad in black soapstone. Staton then added deep, 
linen-covered sofas and a generously sized oak coffee 
table to fill the space. “Creating the bold, modern, but 
elegant and simple fireplace was the key and allowed the 
large-scale furniture to feel correct in proportion and visual 
strength,” the designer says of the decision. “The larger 
furniture in the smaller room helps it feel grander, more 
significant and less cottage-y.”

Soapstone reappears on the countertops and backsplash 
in the kitchen, the one area of the home that received an 
extensive gut renovation. In its former iteration, an island 
divided the space in half, separating it from the adjacent 
family room, while the family room side had a fireplace 
and a corner window-seat area “that made it feel cramped 
and off balance,” says Staton. Working with builder Scott 

Johnston, the team removed the existing island, fireplace 
and windows seats and enlarged the kitchen’s perimeter. 
A generous new island now matches the existing cabinets 
and offers seating on two sides so that the whole family 
can easily gather for casual meals. “By having the stools wrap 
the corner, it feels more conversational than lining them all  
up in a row,” says Staton. For his part, Johnston marvels at  
the easy working relationship between the designer and 
client. “Decisions that had to be made on the site were often 
made that day,” he says, noting the quick FaceTime calls 
between the two that sorted out the inevitable hiccups.

Staton’s furnishings also reflect the new-meets-old vibe 
established outside. Of the family room she says, “We 
wanted this room to be classic, but also fresh and not 
at all fussy. The tufted blue sofa is a modern twist on an 
English classic, which we thought appropriate for a Tudor 
house, and the vintage Turkish rug gives the room patina 

Opposite: In the kitchen, builder Scott Johnston installed the new soapstone countertops 
and backsplash from Meta Marble & Granite and fabricated by ProGranite Surfaces; Arnada 
Company crafted the cabinetry. The farmhouse-style sink has a Kohler faucet.

Below: Moe’s host chairs with brushed-gold details join a set of Wishbone chairs from 
France and Son around the dining room’s Crate & Barrel table. A pair of Circa Lighting 
sconces flank a photograph by Deb Achak from Winston Wächter Fine Art.
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A work in indigo and gold on paper 
by Brook Perdigon from Seattle Art 
Source (to the right of the window) 
overlooks the reconfigured kitchen, 
where Lambert & Fils pendants light 
the island. CB2 supplied the cabinet 
hardware and counter stools, and 
the Viking range and Sub-Zero 
refrigerator are from Albert Lee. 

“I PUT STRUCTURE 
TO THE PROCESS. 
AS YOU NARROW 
DOWN AND MAKE 
DECISIONS, IT 
NARROWS DOWN 
THE REST OF  
THE DECISIONS.”

–LISA STATON
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and a little bit of history.” To keep things light and current, 
Staton employed such midcentury modern pieces as the 
Danish sideboard, a Pace Collection coffee table and a 
Wassily chair. Lighting, too, combines antique flair with more 
contemporary lines. Pared-down lanterns grace the home’s 
exterior, and for the kitchen lights, the choice was a riff on 
classic English milk-glass pendants but with simple brass 
shades, a black cord and a round modern lightbulb. 

Textural elements and what Staton calls “glammy-luxe” 
touches bring an additional dimension to the home. On top 
of a sisal carpet in the living room, the designer layered a 
colorful rug made from vintage Afghan rugs and flanked the 
fireplace with simple gold-and-white sconces for a subtle 
air of formality. In the dining room, she used a black flat-
weave rug and paired it with gold-leaf sconces, the latter 

a traditional nod that does double-duty to amp up the  
glam factor—as do the brass frames on the tobacco leather 
host chairs at either end of the live-edge dining table. 

For Staton, getting the house into its final, layered form 
was akin to putting together a puzzle. “I put structure to 
the process,” Staton says. “As you narrow down and make 
decisions, it narrows down the rest of the decisions. And 
because Michele has renovated a lot, she understood 
that not every project can fit every puzzle piece.” It also 
didn’t hurt to have a symbiotic relationship with her client. 
In one instance, Staton found a pair of chairs in a shop 
and sent Michele a text saying, “I think they’re perfect.” 
Michele agreed and 24 hours later, “They’re paid for and 
picked up,” Staton says. “Things don’t always happen that 
fast in design.”  

To update the Tudor Revival home in Laurelhurst, it was painted 
in a crisp white accented with black trim to match the metal 
windows. The Union Lighting and Furnishings lanterns reference 
historical precedents but have a pared-down appearance that 
hints at the mix of modern and vintage elements within.

The airy office opens out to a garden by landscape designer Karen Stefonick and 
installed by Tri-Scape Landscaping. A vintage chair pulls up to a Blu Dot table, 
which yields plenty of space to work. Rounding out the furnishings are a carpet 
from Tasdemir Rugs, a chair from The Citizenry and a CB2 ceiling fixture. 
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Glimpses of the Cascades and Lake Washington are visible from the master 
bedroom’s seating area, which features a pair of Camerich armchairs and an 

ottoman, all from Alchemy Collections. The swing-arm light is from CB2.

Pindler fabric dresses the master 
bedroom’s custom bed frame. The 
grouping stands on a Moroccan-style 
carpet from Driscoll Robbins Fine 
Carpets. Light comes from a West 
Elm table lamp and a George Nelson 
fixture that Staton says, “hangs like a 
glowing harvest moon over the bed.” 
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